Road Map of the Apocalypse
21 December 2008 – 21 December 2015
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12 Apocalypse Periods with their corresponding prophesied Events
New York blown up by Islamic terrorist with nuclear bombs. America is now ruled by emergency FEMA laws.
America retaliates with the nuclear destruction of several Islamic cities. Europe in turmoil due to angry Islamic mobs.
American currency and stock markets collapse, and global trade ceases, creating massive unemployment worldwide. US civil
liberties are superseded by emergency powers granted in edicts previously signed by many presidents. Riots and general chaos
spread across America. Political power shifts to Europe, which forms a new Government led by a charismatic leader who
inspires hope with promises of stability, peace and prosperity through increased global trade and political cooperation.
Ten Islamic nations sign peace treaties with the EU in order to re-establish economic and political stability.
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Israel signs peace treaty with the EU for seven years and builds a temple in Jerusalem next to the Islamic structures.
Religions around the world merge with the Catholic Church into one religious organization with UN sponsorship to pray for world
peace. A false wave of prosperity from the temporary resumption of international trade bolsters the EU leader’s popularity.
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In spite of early success, years unrest continue due to starvation, disease, terrorist activities, financial collapse and disruption of
international trade resulting the deaths of 25% of the world’s population. The EU-UN will launch military excursions to safeguard
their system of alliances and the economy including the supply of oil and gas. In the Mideast, new Islamic governments will form
inspired by a charismatic Islamic warlord who is eventually declared to be the promised Muslim messiah or mehdi.
Two sackcloth dressed Jewish prophets with supernatural powers proclaim the coming eternal kingdom in Jerusalem. They
cause 3 years seasonal rain fall to stop. They are later assassinated according to Daniels prophesied 1,260 days during the
twelfth cycle on 17 Tammuz 5775 (4 July 2015). Their death is celebrated receiving rain again in a mistaken hope of normalizing
economy. The Far East organizes to oppose the EU’s economic, political and religious hegemony over the earth.
Islamic unrest increase due to the construction of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem. Armed conflict breaks out against Israel,
which is attacked externally by her Arab neighbors and internal by the Palestinians. Thousands of Israeli Jews are slaughtered
and their homes destroyed. The Israeli military forces are weakened and in disarray due to partial disarmament as a result of
their treaty with the EU. Israel appeals to the EU-UN for military aid to restore order as promised in their 7-year peace treaty.
The sixth Jewish cycle reveals that the daily sacrifices in Jerusalem Temple are stopped, and thousands of believers living in
and around Jerusalem and Israel flee to safety in the eastern wilderness. Jacobs’s trouble as prophesied begins in earnest.
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EU military forces occupy Israel and Jerusalem to restore order, but the EU president breaks the treaty with Israel. The political
state of Israel ceases to exist. The EU president is assassinated on 18 December 2012. The world shudders in fear of a new
outbreak of massive economic, political and religious wars. The Far East begins to mass its military forces.
The Jews are blamed for the EU president’s death. After 3 days he returns to life on 21 December 2012 declaring himself the
“Son of God” and Messiah. Revealed to the world as “Antichrist,” this leader executes a program of massive ethnic cleansing
throughout the Middle East resulting in an enormous death toll on both sides. Antichrist appears victorious and unstoppable.
Russia and China sign non-aggressive pact and trade treaty with the EU and Antichrist.
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EU and Islamic nations are stricken with an unexplainable plague afflicting thousands. Physiologists and scientists cannot
explain what appears to be five months of pandemic mental illness similar to demon possession as described in the Bible. (Mark
5:1-13) The cause is 200 million demons released from Hell to plague humanity. Social order totally breaks down around the
world. Scientists who denied the existence of God must now deal with an evil supernatural reality that cannot be denied.
The relentless persecution of Jews and Christians raises God’s wrath to unbelievable heights fulfilling Daniel’s 1335 days of
prophesied global calamities including massive asteroids and space debris that plunge to the earth causing worldwide
destruction. The sun is darkened 1/3 because of dust, which also causes the earth’s atmosphere to superheat up to intolerable
levels. Drinking water is unavailable because the poisonous space debris pollutes what lakes and rivers are left after 3 years of
drought caused by the two Jewish witnesses in the Jerusalem Temple.
The impacts of the asteroids set off the greatest earthquake since Noah’s time. It continues in rolling waves for 13 days and
causes tsunamis. Most cities around the globe are destroyed, and civilization collapses due to the total destruction of its supply
infrastructure for food, water and energy. Globally, many tectonic plates have shifted the topography of the earth dramatically.
Jerusalem’s ruins are elevated forming a high mountain with a newly created valley that opens towards the east.
The battle of Armageddon takes place with a huge army of 200 million, demon-possessed soldiers gathered in northern Israel.
The soldiers come from Europe and Asia including many Islamic nations. It will be completely destroyed. The few survivors in
the region are Jews, some Arabs and others living in remote areas. At this point over 80% of world’s population has perished.
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The Mini-Apocalypse ends on 17 September 2015, which fulfills prophecy of days cut short. (Mat. 24:22) According keys found in
Revelation, the end of the Great Apocalypse occurs on 21 December 2015, an unchanging solstice cosmic marker.
The Thousand Years of Peace – God’s Kingdom on Earth - establishes the third civilization of humanity. It ends with conflict
when Satan is briefly released. Most Bible prophecies end as the foretold time dimension comes to an end in AD 3018.
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